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HeliOffshore Space is an online, secure collaboration Community for HeliOffshore members: it helps you to exchange ideas, tips, information, and techniques that help to deliver our Safety Plan and improve safety across our industry.

HeliOffshore Space is here for the benefit of all members and is accessible to all who are registered by HeliOffshore.

Like any community, ours will be most valuable when everyone follows basic guidelines and rules for online behavior. These are presented here so that you know what is expected of you and what you can expect from other participants.

IMPORTANT

HeliOffshore reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to: edit and/or remove any post containing or linking to material in violation of these Rules of Engagement or disable the membership of any user who violates these Rules of Engagement.

If you have any doubts about whether your post or link may violate these rules, please email info@helioffshore.org before posting.

THE RULES

Keep it relevant

For everyone’s benefit please stay on topic. The Community is provided to allow users to help each other. Please refrain from discussing personal matters, abusing any company or product, selling outside services or products or, in general, from posting in a manner unrelated to the main topic of the space you are posting in.

Keep it courteous

Everyone wants to have a positive experience – so please make sure that you are not detracting from any other user’s experience. In particular, please refrain from posting anything unlawful, libelous, defamatory, obscene, profane, indecent, lewd, harassing, threatening, harmful, invasive of privacy or publicity rights, abusive, inflammatory or otherwise objectionable or injurious to third parties.

Your opinions are always welcome, but personal attacks and harassment (“flaming”) in either the Community or through messaging are not acceptable.
Keep it clear

Please communicate clearly so everyone may understand. Avoid using slang or acronyms that are not widely understood. We are a global community seeking to exchange best practice and this will only happen successfully if we can understand each other.

No selling please

This Community is not intended for the promotion of outside services, products, websites, or organizations. Posting content that constitutes advertising, sales pitches, junk mail, spam, chain letters, or any other form of unauthorized solicitation will not be tolerated. Such content will be deleted and your profile may be disabled.

Be careful

You should not post company-confidential or personal information, including your address, age, phone number, or other personal data. Most people in the Community are happy to help out, but remember that their advice is theirs only and nothing discussed or shared through the collaboration environment should ever be used to supersede your own company procedures or OEM maintenance instructions.

SPECIAL ROLES

Community Moderators

From time-to-time, HeliOffshore may designate certain members as Community Moderators. Like any information posted on the Community, the opinions and advice provided by these members are their own. This content is the sole responsibility of the Community Moderator, and anything stated in the Rules of Engagement applies to the content posted by these members.